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The question of “what for - what ultimately for?” was
asked by ER. Leavis in response to C.P. Snow’s famous
lecture, “The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolu
tion,” given at the University of Cambridge in 1959.
What has since come to be known as ‘the Two Cultures’
debate concerned the gap - and the proper balance between the technological and natural sciences on the
one hand, and the humanities on the other. In his lec
ture, Snow had argued that the British educational sys
tem had over-rewarded the humanities at the expense
of scientific and engineering education with the result
that people in politics, administration, and industry
were ill-equipped to manage the modern scientific
world.
‘The Two Cultures’ debate was a fierce dialogue be
tween two Cambridge colleagues about higher educa
tion and core curricula - about what we should teach
young university students, and what a university edu
cation is and should be about. It has surfaced, since the
1960s, in various contexts - most recently in debates
concerning the digital humanities and the future, in
general, of the humanities. It is therefore a good place
to start any discussion about ‘the liberal arts’ - a con
cept or idea which is the closest equivalent in the Amer-
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ican educational context of the German concept of Bil
dung (and the Danish ‘dannelse’).
My chapter is divided into two parts. First, I will of
fer a few additional observations on the issue of ‘the
Two Cultures’. Then, in part II, I will move on to my
central topic: liberal arts and US elite universities. Uni
versity rankings currently seem to be increasing in im
portance - or at least to be referred to more and more
often by university presidents across Europe and the
US - and the top universities ranked invariably include
several American universities. It therefore makes good
sense to have a chapter on US elite universities in a
volume on elite universities. In my conclusion, I will
return to ‘The Two Cultures Debate’ and compare it to
debates currently taking place in the US concerning
the future of the liberal arts.
Key words: The ‘Two Cultures’ debate - the impor
tance of the humanities - the history of liberal arts in
the US - US elite universities - debates on the future of
the liberal arts in the US.

In coming to terms with great literature we discover that at bottom
we really believe. What for - what ultimately for? What do men live
by - the questions work and tell at what I can only call a religious
depth of thought and feeling.
F.R. Leavis, 1962
The question of “what for - what ultimately for?” was asked by F.R.
Leavis in response to C.P. Snow’s famous lecture, “The Two Cul
tures and the Scientific Revolution,” given at the University of
Cambridge in 1959. What has since come to be known as ‘the Two
Cultures’ debate concerned the gap - and the proper balance - be
tween the technological and natural sciences on the one hand, and
the humanities on the other. In his lecture, Snow had argued that
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the British educational system had over-rewarded the humanities
(especially Latin and Greek) at the expense of scientific and engi
neering education with the result that people in politics, adminis
tration, and industry were ill-equipped to manage the modern sci
entific world.
Leavis’ reaction to Snow’s lecture was delivered in his 1962 Rich
mond Lecture, “Two Cultures? The Significance of C.P. Snow.” In
and of himself Snow did not matter to Leavis; it is what he repre
sented that was the problem. With all his clichés, repetitions and
sentimental banalities, Snow was too obvious, too lacking in depth
to question the received truth, Leavis thought. Snow could not stop
talking about “social hope,” and he preached a way of salvation that
entailed welfare for all in terms of material standards of living and
advantages of technology only.
‘The Two Cultures’ debate was a fierce dialogue between two
Cambridge colleagues about higher education and core curricula about what we should teach young university students, and what a
university education is and should be about. It has surfaced, since
the 1960s, in various contexts - most recently in debates concerning
the digital humanities and the future, in general, of the humanities.
It is therefore a good place to start any discussion about ‘the liberal
arts’ - a concept or idea which is the closest equivalent in the Amer
ican educational context of the German concept of Bildung (and the
Danish ‘dannelse’).
My chapter is divided into two parts. First, I will offer a few ad
ditional observations on the issue of ‘the Two Cultures’. Then, in
part II, I will move on to my central topic: liberal arts and US elite
universities. University rankings currently seem to be increasing in
importance - or at least to be referred to more and more often by
university presidents across Europe and the US - and the top uni
versities ranked invariably include several American universities. In
the Times Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2016, for
example, which lists the best global universities and claims to judge
world class universities across all of their core missions - teaching,
research, knowledge transfer and international outlook - this year’s
list of the 800 best universities from 70 different countries in the
world features 147 of the top universities in the US. 63 of those
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American universities make the top 200 of the list and even though
the US seems to be losing some of its dominance,12
*it makes good
sense to have a chapter on US elite universities in a volume on elite
universities.
In my conclusion, I will return to ‘The Two Cultures Debate’
and compare it to debates currently taking place in the US concern
ing the future of the liberal arts.

The ‘two cultures’ debate - and beyond
The dimension that Leavis most of all found lacking in Snow was
the individual, the human one8. Though all human beings share
certain common features - hunger and thirst, for example, and the
fact that we all have eyes, noses, legs and arms - “individual lives
cannot be aggregated or equated or dealt with quantitatively in any
way.” (Leavis 1962 : 20) Spiritually, we are all different and it counts
- or ought to count - how each individual human being thinks and
feels. Snow’s “social hope” did not catch that inward quality of in
dividual life, that kind of existential thought and experience which
might ultimately lead to something as old-fashioned as wisdom. At
one level, what was at stake was what the Germans would call
Weltschmerz - the tragic feeling and creative probing into the big
questions about life and death which may at its best produce great
art and literature.
At another level, the issue, as Leavis saw it, was the pace of life
that modern science and technology seemed to result in. Snow had
kept stressing, in his Rede Lecture, the urgency of his concerns, the
speed with which today turns into tomorrow - “we have very little
time. So little I dare not guess at it” (Snow 1998: 51) - but he hadn’t
really paused to consider the deeper implications of this. Brakes
must be applied sometimes, Leavis thought. It was not that Snow

1. See Times Higher Education World University Rankings 2015-2016 - available at
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world-university-rankings/2o16/worldranking#!/page/o/length/25/sort_by/rank_label/sort_order/asc/cols/rank_only.
2. This next part of my chapter which concerns ‘the Two Cultures’ debate is taken
from Porsdam, 2013.
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i. Yale University - an Ivy League university, and one of the oldest in the
United States.

was wrong in advocating improvements in scientific education and
in living standards for everyone; it was more that “such concern is
not enough - disastrously not enough.” (Leavis 1962: 25) Things
were changing so rapidly, and critical reflection was urgently need
ed to help make sense of it all - and to prevent the worst scientific
blunders which, in the atomic day and age, could have fatal results.
Moreover, important ethical issues could well be at stake - issues
that perhaps scientists themselves would not be aware of:
The advance of science and technology means a human future of
change so rapid and of such kinds, of tests and challenges so unprec
edented, of decisions and possible non-decisions so momentous and
insidious in their consequences, that mankind - this is surely clear will need to be in full intelligent possession of its full humanity (and
‘possession’ here means, not confident ownership of that which be
longs to us - our property, but a basic living deference towards that to
which, opening as it does into the unknown and itself unmeasurable,
we know we belong). I haven’t chosen to say that mankind will need
all its traditional wisdom; that might suggest a kind of conservatism
that, so far as I am concerned, is the enemy. What we need, and shall
continue to need not less, is something with the livingness of the
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deepest vital instinct; as intelligence, a power - rooted, strong in ex
perience, and supremely human - of creative response to the new
challenges of time; something that is alien to either of Snow’s cul
tures. (Leavis 1962: 25-26)

Intellectual depth and complexity along with a both critical and
creative response to change - or life, an essential concept to Leavis
because it was right at the core of what it means to be human - this
is what humanities scholars such as Leavis himself could help pre
serve. Without “the creation of the human world, including lan
guage,” he argued, “the triumphant erection of the scientific edifice
would not have been possible.” The word “language” is crucial
here. To Leavis, language was not just a means of communication;
it was through language that meaning was created - meaning which
was then transmitted through literature as a “cultural community or
consciousness.” The place where this cultural consciousness might
be sustained was the university, and because language was central
to thought and thought, past as well as present, would be commu
nicated via literature, the center of the university ought to be a “vi
tal English School,” Leavis maintained:
Like Snow I look to the university. Unlike Snow, I am concerned to
make it really a university, something (that is) more than a collocation
of specialist departments - to make it a centre of human conscious
ness: perception, knowledge, judgment and responsibility. And per
haps I have sufficiently indicated on what lines I would justify my
seeing the centre of a university in a vital English School. (Leavis
1962: 27, 28, 29)

Snow’s lecture got an immediate response, both positive and nega
tive, and he later thought that this must be because he had touched
on something which was already “in the air”: “It was clear that many
people had been thinking on this assembly of topics. The ideas were
in the air... any of us could have produced a hubbub.” Apart from
the fact that these ideas were not all that original to him, what could
be inferred from this, Snow claimed, was that “there must be some
thing in them.” (Snow 1998: 54-55)
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Snow had a point. Whether or not people agreed with him - and
Leavis and many others obviously did not - he was on to something
that greatly interested people. In fact, there was a similar debate go
ing on at the University of Oxford. Here, Isaiah Berlin took the
leading part in building a new graduate college, Wolfson College,
which would promote the powerful scientific and technological de
velopments of the time. (Hardy et al. 2009) And across the Atlantic,
famous historian and special assistant to President Kennedy be
tween 1961 to 1963 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. gave a talk to the Ameri
can Sociological Association at its fifty-seventh annual meeting in
August 1962 (a mere six months after Leavis had reacted so strongly
to Snow) in which he discussed what he considered to be the he
gemonic drive of the quantitative approach. This particular annual
meeting of the ASA being in honor of Paul Lazarsfeld, who was
considered by many to be one of the founders of modern empirical
sociology, Schlesinger had called his talk “The Humanist Looks at
Empirical Social Research”.(Schlesinger, Jr. 1962)
Schlesinger started out with a cridecoeur:
Insofar as empirical social research can drive historians to criticize
their assumptions, to expose their premises, to tighten their logic, to
pursue and respect their facts, to restrain their rhetoric - in short, in
sofar as it gives them an acute sense of the extraordinary precarious
ness of the historical enterprise - it administers a wholly salutary
shock to a somewhat uncritical and even complacent discipline.
(Schlesinger, Jr. 1962: 768)

Having thus demonstrated that he had absolutely no quarrel with
empirical social research per se and that, as a historian, he felt in
debted to sociologists such as Lazarsfeld, Schlesinger then went on
to clarify that the problem he wanted to address concerned the way
in which many sociologists had come to consider empirical social
research “not one of several paths to social wisdom, but the central
and in-fallible path.” Having fallen under the spell of what Schles
inger thought could only be called “the mystique of empirical social
research,” these sociologists had increasingly come to understand
empirical social research as “above all, quantitative research - that
107
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is, research which deals in quantifiable problems and yields numeri
cal or quasi-numerical conclusions.” He stressed once again that he
did not wish to be misunderstood; no historian could possibly
“deny that quantitative research, complete with IBM cards and
computers, can make an important contribution to historical under
standing.” What he questioned was the assumption that such quan
titative research “can handle everything which the humanist must
take into account.” And perhaps worst of all, Schlesinger argued,
was the dismissal of everything non-quantifiable as being irrelevant
and un-important. What quantitative methods are not very good at
handling can in fact well be “the things that matter most,” (Schles
inger, Jr. 1962: 768-70) he speculated - and then ended by going
beyond his own discipline to conclude with a couple of paragraphs
that concerned the humanities as a whole:
There is much, I would add, which we must leave, whether we like it
or not, not just to historians but to poets, novelists, painters, musi
cians, philosophers, theologians, even politicians, even saints - in
short, to one form or another of humanist. For an indefinite future, I
suspect, humanism will continue to yield truths about both individu
al and social experience which quantitative social research by itself
could never reach. Whether these truths are inherently or merely tem
porarily inaccessible to the quantitative method is a question which
only experience can answer.
In the meantime, this humanist is bound to say that, as an aid to the
understanding of society and men, quantitative social research is ad
mirable and indispensable. As a guide to the significance of prob
lems, it is misleading when it exudes the assumption that only prob
lems susceptible to quantitative solutions are important. As a means
of explaining human or social behavior, it is powerful but profoundly
incomplete. As the source of a theory of human nature and of the
universe, it is but a new formulation of an ancient romantic
myth. (Schlesinger, Jr. 1962: 771)

Leavis would have agreed wholeheartedly. As Guy Ortolano has
shown, it was not the importance of science and technology that
Leavis questioned, but rather the complete endorsement by modern
civilization of ideals such as description, logic and clarity - to the
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exclusion of older, more qualitative ideals. (Ortolano 2005 & Ortolano 2009) For neither Leavis nor Schlesinger, that is, was it ever a
question of science/technology versus the arts and humanities - but
instead a question of finding the right balance between quantifying
and qualitative ways of thinking. Both are important - and both of
fer us something that we cannot do without.

Liberal arts and American elite universities
Schlesinger received his BA at Harvard University - where he also
later taught (before becoming a part of President Kennedy’s team),
even without having ever obtained a proper PhD-degree. This was
unusual. Since the late 19th century, and at the instigation of, among
others, Charles William Eliot, who had become president of Har
vard in 1869, research-based learning and scientific knowledge had
become the norm. Under Eliot’s leadership, the undergraduate cur
riculum was liberalized, and highly structured professional and ad
vanced degrees were developed. From now on, only by completing
a Bachelor’s degree could a student proceed to either graduate
school (for his/her Master’s or PhD) or professional school (law,
medicine, nursing etc.). This is pretty much the system we know
today - a system which is very different from the Danish and other
mainland European systems. While still in high school, an Ameri
can student applies to college - a four-year degree which will give
him/her a Bachelor’s degree. Unlike in Denmark or Germany, the
student does not apply to study a particular area of study (say, his
tory or English or political science); he or she only chooses a major
in his or her third year. During the first two years, he or she has to
take courses in many different fields, ideally covering not only the
humanities or the social sciences or the natural sciences - but all of
these. “Implicit in the notion of such education as it is practiced in
the US is the concept of breadth. You concentrate in one field, but
you get exposure to a range of others. You don’t just learn to think;
you learn that there are different ways to think.” (Deresiewicz 2014:
I5I)
If a student wants to go on studying beyond his or her Bache
lor’s degree, then he or she has to apply again to either graduate or
109
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professional school. Advancement to a Master’s degree is not auto
matic. A second application must be written - most often to a differ
ent university than the one at which a student did his or her Bache
lor’s degree. From now on, however, specialization occurs in the
American as in the mainland-European systems. And if the under
graduate years are characterized by breadth and relative freedom,
(postgraduate education is much more rigorously structured and
linked to achievement in research (graduate school) or capacity to
practice a profession (professional school).
The model of the modern research university that motivated
Charles Eliot at Harvard and his colleagues was an importation
from Germany. According to the German idea of the university,
which was, in part, inspired by the writings of Wilhelm von Hum
boldt, “the pursuit of scientific knowledge, in religion, biology, or
history, meant endless systematic inquiry and open publication and
discussion,” the practical use of scholarly findings always taking “a
back seat to protecting the ongoing pursuit of knowledge for its
own sake.” (Roth 2014: 107) Students would work together with
their professors to pursue knowledge - a pursuit that can be suc
cessful only if it is free, not just from censorship, but also from be
ing directed by the powers that be in terms of what to study and
how to publish and make use of the fruits of such study. The result
for US education, argues Michael S. Roth, was that liberal educa
tion came to be seen as a preparation for further academic or profes
sional study:

Whether one was to pursue engineering or medicine, law or com
merce, students were imagined to continue their specialized training
on the base of the broad liberal learning they experienced as under
graduates. Colleges were seen as components of universities in which
students would receive the benefits of professionalization through
more advanced study, and universities were organized not primarily
to disseminate knowledge to students but to produce knowledge
through research. (Roth 2014:106)
Before the mid- to late 19th century, liberal education had been seen
as an end in itself. The mission had been character building - to
no
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2. Harvard University - another Ivy League university, and the oldest in the
United States.

produce citizens who could act responsibly because they had
learned to think for themselves. At least until the 1970s or so, a ver
sion of this latter mission still existed at many elite undergraduate
institutions. Then, for reasons that I shall come back to, things
changed. A fierce debate has followed these changes. The scientific
and vocational model has won out completely in relation to gradu
ate and professional schools; the debates currently raging in the US
concern the undergraduate or liberal arts level.
It is no coincidence that the September 2015 issues of both Harp
er’s and The Atlantic (two well-respected magazines) carried lead arti
cles on the state of higher education in the US, for example. The
article in Harper’s, “The Neoliberal Arts: How college sold its soul to
the market,” is written by William Deresiewicz. (Deresiewicz 2015)
The title of The Atlantic article, written by Jonathan Haidt and Gred
Lukianoff, is “The Coddling of the American Mind.” (Haidt &
Lukianoff 2015) Whereas in his article, Deresiewicz criticizes the
culture of the market and neoliberalism for reducing all values to
money values, Haidt and Lukianoff take aim, in their Atlantic article,
at phenomena such as “vindictive protectiveness,” “trigger warniii
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ings,” “microaggression,” and “emotional reasoning” - all new ways
in which college students, in the name of emotional well-being, are
demanding protection from words and ideas that they consider of
fensive. The thematic focus of these articles may thus be somewhat
different, but they both point to recent developments that their au
thors deem disastrous for the liberal arts and for the opportunity of
American students to get a good education.
Deresiewicz and Haidt are both academics while Lukianoff is an
attorney and the president of a foundation. All three are vocal par
ticipants, both as public intellectuals and as academics, in the cur
rent debates on liberal arts education and elite universities. (Der
esiewicz 2014; Haidt 2012 and Haidt 2005; Lukianoff 2014 and
Lukianoff 2012) Their writings on the skills and values they want
these institutions to impart to their students reflect the way in which
college and university degrees are a major marker of status in the
American context. And today, of course, the Ivy League Schools
and certain other universities such as Stanford and MIT have be
come brand names that attract many, many more applicants than
they have seats for. These are also the schools that for a number of
years have topped every ranking of the most elite universities in the
world (along with a few European ones such as Oxford and Cam
bridge) .
Competition to get into these elite schools is accordingly fierce,
just as admission standards are extreme. Most of all, though, these
schools are very expensive. The average college tuition has in
creased over 1,200 percent since 1978 (the first year that records were
kept), claims Fareed Zakaria in his 2015 book, In Defense ofa Liberal
Education. “That is four times the pace of the consumer price index
and twice as fast as medical costs”- an extraordinary cost spiral and
“one of the most striking phenomena in modern American life.”
(Zakaria 2015: 119-120) A liberal education was affordable to a mid
dle-class family in the 1950s and 1960s. This is no longer the case,
Zakaria writes - no wonder, therefore, that many parents worry
about their son or daughter “jeopardizefingj everything by major
ing in the ‘wrong’ subject or getting a less marketable degree.” (Za
karia 2014: 120)
The rise in cost is at the heart of many of the present debates
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about the value of a college degree. As many as forty percent of the
current student body at both Harvard and Yale, by some estimates,
come from the top six percentile of American households, just as
about twenty two percent of students at Harvard, Yale, and Prince
ton come from only about one hundred high schools (0.3 percent of
the nationwide total) - “the ‘feeder’ system is alive and well,” as
Deresiewicz puts it. (Deresiewicz 2014: 207-208) What this means is
that whereas there may well be diversity in terms of gender and
race, there is an increasing economic rcscgrctation happening at the
moment on the campuses of US elite schools: “Economic inequality
leads to educational inequality, which leads to an applicant pool
that is heavily skewed toward the rich.” (Deresiewicz 2014: 207) As
both his article in Harper’s and the title of his 2014 book, Excellent
Sheep: The Miseducation ofthe American Elite and the Way to a Meaniniful Lfe
imply, Deresiewicz is highly critical of what is currently going on at
the country’s elite schools, not just in terms of elite education today
reproducing the class system, but also in terms of the quality of such
education and its impact on students. Himself a product of elite
education and having for a number of years taught in the English
Department at Yale University, Deresiewicz left in 2008 and has
since dedicated his freelance writing career to precisely the issue of
the fate of the liberal arts in the US.
“What are the liberal arts,” Deresiewicz asks in his recent book
- and then answers: “They are those disciplines” - the humanities,
but also the sciences and social sciences - “in which the pursuit of
knowledge is conducted for its own sake.. .They stand in contrast to
applied or vocational fields like nursing, education, business, and
even law and medicine (though they furnish the knowledge that
underlies them)...”. (Deresiewicz 2014: 149-150) Without regard to
any vocational utility or financial reward, “in the liberal arts, you
pursue the trail of inquiry wherever it leads. Truth, not use or re
ward, is the only criterion” (Ibid.) - or this is at least the general
idea. Students study the most challenging works of art, history,
politics, philosophy, science and literature in order to learn, to edu
cate themselves and to discipline their minds.
This is obviously of great importance at the individual level, to
each student him- or herself; but educating a well-rounded citizenry
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who can speak truth to power and make informed choices is just as
important at the societal level. This is what several of the American
Founding Fathers thought. Thomas Jefferson (the third president
of the US) was committed to the idea, for example, that freedom is
based on literacy and knowledge, and that the new republic’s suc
cess, perhaps even its survival, depended upon the “virtue” of its
citizens. He was convinced that only by educating its citizenry
could the new American Republic avoid both governmental tyran
ny and popular anarchy. John Adams (the second president), other
wise Jefferson’s political rival, agreed on the necessity of education
as a foundation for maintaining freedom. He thought, like Jeffer
son, that education should be a project for the government - not a
private initiative. In order to ensure that the US would be a place of
merit where birth and hereditary privilege would not count for
much, “the whole people,” Adams wrote, “must take upon them
selves the education of the whole people, and must be willing to
bear the expenses of it...There should not be a district of one mile
square, without a school in it, not founded by a charitable individu
al, but maintained at the public expense of the people themselves.”
(Quoted in Zakaria 2015: 113) And it was not just the popular in
struction of the citizenry that mattered; higher education was also
very much on the minds of many of the Founding Fathers.
Jefferson helped found the University of Virginia in 1819 (known
to his contemporaries simply as ‘Jefferson’s university’), and a few
years before that, in 1751, Benjamin Franklin was instrumental in
forming an Academy which was the first independent, non-religiously affiliated college in the colonies and later became the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania. A self-taught man and an inventor, Frank
lin was more focused, than were both Jefferson and Adams, on the
practical and useful than on learning for its own sake. Knowledge
was power, and Franklin thought that education should help stu
dents make better choices as they embarked on their careers in busi
ness or law, or in politics or some other field. One did not need a
university to teach one how “to carry handsomely, and enter a Room
genteenly (which might as well be acquir’d at a Dancing-School)..
as he once put it in his criticism of America’s leading colleges at the
time, for example Harvard, which produced, he thought, privilege
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and conceit rather than practical and useful knowledge. (Quoted in
Roth 2014: 96-97)
Though we are essentially talking about education for the few at
this point - white, male property owners - the idea was to make
higher education work toward inclusion and toward nation build
ing. Many Founding Fathers worried whether citizens of the new
American Republic would be able to set aside self-interest in favor
of the general common good. Liberal education, they thought,
would encourage the kind of disinterested behavior and the careful
cultivation of every man’s innate moral sense that is needed to fur
ther thinking along both individual and collective lines. The Con
stitution, created in 1787 and coming into force in 1789, did not spe
cifically mention education so the American Philosophical Society
(APS) sponsored a national competition in 1795 to elicit proposals
for a “system of liberal education” and “a plan for instituting and
conducting public schools” in America.3
Founded by Benjamin Franklin in 1743, the APS was one of the
country’s oldest and most prestigious scholarly organizations. Pro
posals were to be submitted anonymously, and the APS expected a
great many of them. But only seven proposals were handed in.
Members of the prize committee were especially pleased with two
of these, both of which were declared winners of the competition.
Written by Presbyterian minister Samuel Knox (1756-1832) and
publisher and APS member Samuel Harrison Smith (1772-1845), re
spectively, both proposals called for the nation to adopt a hierarchi
cal system of schooling from the primary to the college level and for
the establishment of a national university which, in addition to hav
ing students read the classics, would emphasize distinctly American
ideas.
Education, democracy, and nation building have been inextrica
bly linked in the American context and in American social thought
and practice ever since. As the higher education system has gradu
ally been opened up to non-WASPs (white Anglo-Saxon Protes3. Benjamin Justice and others tell this fascinating story injustice, Benjamin (ed.):
The Founding Fathers, Education, and “The Great Contest’’: TheAmerican Philosophical Society Prize
ofiygy. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013.
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tants) and women, attending college has been viewed as a means to
promote social mobility and to overcome structural barriers to sta
tus and opportunity. For a number of immigrants, for example, col
lege has been much more than “a glorified trade school,” as Fareed
Zakaria puts it. (Zakaria 2015:17) “Newcomers,” Zakaria (himself an
immigrant from India) writes, “often from lower middle-class back
grounds and immigrant families with little education, enthusiasti
cally embraced the liberal arts. They saw it as a gateway to a career,
and also as a way to assimilate into American culture.” (Ibid.)
Zakaria especially points to the post-war years during which this
was a familiar pattern. Today, as we have already seen, the picture is
somewhat different. For the past couple of decades politicians and
others have sought to reorient US higher education into something
more focused and technical, just as the cost of a decent college edu
cation has become prohibitive. “Education,” write Grace Kao, Eliz
abeth Vaquera and Kimberly Goyette, has always been “an import
ant way to judge how well immigrants ‘fit in’ or assimilate into the
US.” (Kao et.al., 2013: 2-3) However, opportunities to succeed in
the American educational system are not the same for all immi
grants. “Race, ethnicity, gender, national origin and the ability to
speak English fluently are important in shaping the very different
lives experienced by immigrants.” (Ibid.)
The discussion about how inclusive and meritocratic American
higher education (and especially elite schools such as the Ivy League
schools) is and ought to be, but also how practical/vocational a lib
eral arts education ought to be has been there ever since - as has the
question of whether it would be better to have a fixed curriculum of
topics for all to pursue (the ‘Great Books’ approach), or whether
the students ought to be able to choose for themselves. But what
ever their take on this, most American educators have seen the de
velopment of character as one of the most essential results of a lib
eral arts education.
For William Deresiewicz’s “excellent sheep,” those “miseducat
ed” members of the American elite, however, neither talk of charac
ter building nor of meritocracy seem to matter anymore, however.
Already privileged, Deresiewicz’s Yale undergraduates do not see
college as a time for self-discovery so much as a time to accumulate
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extra credentials or gold stars. Deresiewicz calls them “credentialists” because they only do things (double-majors, say) to boost their
CVs and out of a lust for prestige and affluence - not to follow their
dreams, experiment, or find their true passion. Some of this is a re
sponse to their parents’ need for gratification through achievement,
and Deresiewicz sees Yale Law Professor Amy Chua’s book Battle
Hymnofthe Tiger Mother from 2011 as the perfect example of all that is
wrong with US elite academia today. Chua intended her book to be
a rebuke to lazy American parenting styles; instead, claims Deresie
wicz,

Chua’s ‘Asian’ parenting style is simply an extreme version of upper
middle-class practice - the unrelenting pressure as she hounds her
daughters to excel, the willful disregard of everything except ‘achieve
ment’ - and it shows us all that’s wrong with it and that lies behind it.
Perusing her book is like reading a novel with an unreliable narrator:
she is constantly revealing things she doesn’t realize about herself, is
blind to the meaning of her own story. (Deresiewicz 2014: 46)
The very fact that her daughters did get into Harvard, should not
be seen as a validation of her method, but instead as “a condemna
tion of Harvard’s, and of the system as a whole,” Deresiewicz main
tains. “Of course her daughters] got into Harvard: that is exactly
the kind of parenting the system rewards. That’s exactly what is
wrong with it.” (Deresiewicz 2014: 48)

Concluding remarks
One of the academics who has joined the chorus of criticism against
the way in which liberal arts have developed in the US is the former
Dean of the Yale Law School, Anthony Kronman. Since he stepped
down as Dean in 2004, Kronman has taught in the so-called Di
rected Studies Program at Yale, devoting himself to the humanities.
In his 2007 book, Education’s End: Why Our Colleges and Universities Have
Given Up on the Meaning ofLife, he makes a passionate plea to revive
what he sees as the lost tradition of the liberal arts, especially the
humanities, of preparing young people to address life’s most im-
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portant question: what is living for? Echoing, but never quoting or
referring directly to ER. Leavis, Kronman claims that defining a
‘good life’ has been pushed to the margins of respectability in the
fields of literature, philosophy, history and politics. The result is a
lot of unhappy young people who get no spiritual guidance. Look
ing for answers to the most important, existential questions having
been demoted in the humanities by now, Kronman argues, these
young people end up being attracted, sometimes fatally so, to vari
ous religions and dubious sects. This is a problem both at the per
sonal and the societal level.
Like several of the other critics mentioned already, Kronman
puts part of the blame for this sorry state of affairs on the advance
ment of the technological and natural sciences at the cost of the
humanities. But he adds one more reason: the rise from the 1970s
onwards of political correctness which has shut down any serious
discussion of life’s meaning in favor of a multicultural take that is
focused exclusively on race and gender equality. He sums up his
argument in this way:

.. .the culture of political correctness that strangles serious debate, the
careerism that distract from life as a whole, the blind acceptance of
science and technology that disguise and deny our human condition.
It is these that now put the idea of an art of living at risk and under
mine the authority of the humanities teachers to teach it. (258-59)
I encountered political correctness of the sort that Kronman talks
about when I first came to the US to do a PhD in American studies
at Yale University in 1983. The 1980s was the decade that saw the
first serious cannon debates and culture wars. These were very much
with us in the American Studies Department. As graduate students,
most of us would be teaching assistants for professors teaching core
courses on American literature and history - and for these courses,
the question of whose literature, whose history invariably came up.
When I decided to do my dissertation on the author Henry James
and the way in which he discussed the relationship between his na
tive America and his adopted Europe, one of my fellow students
asked why I wanted to write on one of these dead, white, (semi-)
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3. “The Ivy League consists of these
eight prestigious universities, seven of
which were founded in the U.S.
colonial period.”

European males - why not write on Toni Morrison instead, she sug
gested.
Before going to Yale I had finished an MA in English at the uni
versity where I now teach and do research. The University of Co
penhagen that I knew in the late 1970s and early ‘80s was in the last
throes, so to speak, of the kind of Marxist thinking that character
ized the humanities around and after 1968. We didn’t do literary
theory in the English Department; we did Marxist literary theory,
for example. The sort of dogmatic thinking that this would some
times result in was wonderful to get away from. Yale was a great re
lief for me in this sense as in so many others; spending four years at
this magnificent university opened my horizon in every way - even
though you could say that I exchanged one kind of political correct
ness for another.
The 1980s was also the decade of deconstruction at Yale. Paul de
Man and Hillis Miller were there, and Derrida would come to town
regularly to lecture. Deconstructivist and postmodernist thinking
have quite obviously been important in so many different ways; the
pompousness of certain Eurocentric ways of thinking and reacting
needed to be exposed and discredited. But deconstructivist think
ing has also left one sad legacy: an overly developed way of being
critical. For several decades now, students have been taught that
being smart means being a critical unmasker of all that doesn’t
make sense:
Our best college students are really good at being critical...But...be
ing entirely negative, is not only seriously unsatisfying; it is ultimately
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counterproductive. And not only because those outside the tribe see
these marks of sophistication as politically correct group think... In
training our students in the techniques of critical thinking, we may be
giving them reasons to remain guarded - which can translate into rea
sons not to learn...Critical thinking is sterile without the capacity for
empathy and comprehension that stretches the self. (Roth 2014: 182184; emphases in the original)

Things are deconstructed - but rarely then reconstructed. This al
lows students to develop a critical distance to the context or culture
under study, but it does not necessarily help them address ethical
issues and issues of values (including their own). As Roth puts it,
“we have been less interested in showing how we make a norm le
gitimate than in sharpening our tools for delegitimation.” (Roth
2014:185)
That “what for - what ultimately for?” question with which I
opened is just as important today as it was when Leavis raised it. For
Leavis and several of the other critics of the liberal arts that I have
considered here, the main culprit is the rise of the quantitative and
technological. That may be - but to this should be added the legacy
of deconstruction, in my opinion. Investigating “how we generate
the values we believe in, or the norms according to which we go
about our lives”, and “how we make a norm legitimate” (Roth 2014:
185) is important - why else would our students leave university
with a belief that it matters to get engaged and to fight for that in
which you believe?
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